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Scientist Insider
Targeted genomic datasets provide
unprecedented resolution into
phylogenetic relationships
"We are looking for a 'future proof
method' a better way to do high
throughput screening at a species
level diagnosis."
Which key issues do you face with
your research?

Scott is a Research Entomologist at the USDA-ARS U.S.
Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center in Hilo, Hawaii. He
utilizes genomic techniques to study tephritid fruit flies,
specifically to develop novel tools for quarantine and
eradication of pest species from the mainland United
States. This includes developing diagnostic tools for species
identification and source determination, as well as applying
genomics towards improving sterile insect technique
programs.

With the rapid influx of pests co ming into the US,
mandates are needed to identify the origin of these
insects. We work specifically with tephritid fruit flies,
which are pests o f fruits and vegetables worldwide.
We need to develop methods for rapid species identi
ficatio n, as well as po pulatio n geno mic tools for
source determination. The systematics of this group is
complicated and cannot be resolved with traditional
DNA barco ding metho ds, which pro vide limited
resolution.
There is a growing interest to build robust, rapid,
co st-effective, phylo geno mics metho ds for species
determination in these flies, and we want to create it
in a system that is simple yet straightforward. Addi
tionally, we are looking for ways to make procedures

at the VolTRAX System and then run the Nanopore
using the CleanPlex technology.

Are there any other applications you
envision CleanPlex ® technology being
applied?
Turnaround time is fast so there is a huge application
for diagnostic utility. CleanPlex® technology can be
easily run in the field and has a fast turnaround time.
This technology would be ideal for the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), Homeland Security and Infec
tious Diseases. Anyone screening for diseases, viruses
or good versus bad bacteria detection could use this
technology as a diagnostic.

What are some recent findings?
Previously, we used TaqMan Assays to look at 1 00s of
SNPs. Now with our vast pipeline, combined with
Paragon Genomics multiplex PCR, we can investigate
1 000s of regions with the flexibility to look at a single
panel to discriminate species. Additionally, amplicons
can be applied for certain species to help organize
population structure. This will help us determine the
fly species and fly origin in a single assay. Previously,
this work would take a minimum of one week and was
a 2-step process.

"Now we can analyze data in
multiple ways. We have the
ability to identify and genotype
more species."

How will your research be applied?
Field offices, which are Port of Entry sites, have basic
molecular biology functionality and generally use
TaqMan technology to run minimal assays. With the
presence of low cost benchtop sequencers providing
rapid sequencing, robust diagnostic tools could be
developed for running in the common laboratory.

If you had one wish?
That this work can help create a momentum to change
people's perception of how to do these types of
panels. At times we need to continue to generate the
standard data (COi sequencing, SSRs, etc.), but want to
expand further. With the huge number of targets that
can be assayed with multiplex PCR, you can include
the "old stuff" (SSR regions, COi, etc.), and at the same
time expand your assay with new markers, regions,
etc., without having an increase in cost to perform the
assay.
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